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Earth Science Chapter 11 Section 3 Review

Multiple Choice
Identify the choice that best completes the statement or answers the question.

____ 1. At a continental-continental convergent boundary, ____.
a. one continental plate is subducted below the other
b. fault-block mountains are formed
c. both continental plates are subducted
d. folded mountains result

____ 2. The collision and joining of crustal fragments to a continent is called continental ____.
a. subduction c. destruction
b. isostasy d. accretion

____ 3. What is the major type of stress that occurs at convergent plate boundaries?
a. shear stress c. tensional stress
b. compressional stress d. erosional stress

____ 4. Which of the following mountain ranges was formed by a continental-continental convergent boundary?
a. the Andes Mountains c. the Himalayas
b. the Black Hills d. the Sierra Nevada

____ 5. What are the major types of mountain ranges that are formed at convergent plate boundaries?
a. fault-block and uplifted mountains c. folded and volcanic mountains
b. fault-block and folded mountains d. volcanic and fault-block mountains

____ 6. Which of the following can be produced at an ocean-continental convergent boundary?
a. volcanic island arc c. continental volcanic arc
b. shrinking ocean basin d. graben bounded by horsts

____ 7. What type of mountains are produced by ocean-ocean convergence?
a. parallel belts of folded mountains and volcanic mountains
b. mainly volcanic mountains
c. a continental volcanic arc
d. parallel belts of uplifted mountains and volcanic mountains

____ 8. An accumulation of different sedimentary and metamorphic rocks combined with scraps of ocean crust is 
called a(n) ____.
a. dome c. volcanic island arc
b. accretionary wedge d. fault-block mountain

____ 9. What type of mountains are produced by ocean-continental convergence?
a. parallel belts of folded mountains and volcanic mountains
b. folded mountains only
c. mainly volcanic mountains
d. parallel belts of uplifted mountains and volcanic mountains

____ 10. Which of the following is an example of mountains formed as a result of ocean-ocean convergence?
a. the Andes Mountains c. the Hawaiian Islands
b. the Himalayas d. the mountains of Japan
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____ 11. Which of the following is an example of mountains that formed as a result of ocean-continental convergence?
a. the Andes Mountains c. the Appalachian Mountains
b. the Himalayas d. the mountains of Japan

____ 12. Which of the following is an example of a mountain range formed at a divergent boundary?
a. the Ural Mountains in Russia
b. the Aleutian Islands in Alaska
c. the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
d. the Andes Mountains in South America

____ 13. What type of mountains are most common at divergent plate boundaries?
a. folded mountains c. fold-and-thrust belts
b. uplifted mountains d. fault-block mountains

____ 14. Which of the following are associated with the process of orogenesis at divergent boundaries?
a. folded mountains c. domes and basins
b. mountain chains at ocean ridges d. volcanic island arcs

____ 15. What type of stress is dominant at divergent plate boundaries?
a. stress from the plates moving together c. compressional stress
b. tensional stress d. shear stress

____ 16. The removal of material by erosion will cause the crust to ____.
a. subduct c. subside
b. thicken d. rise

____ 17. In mountainous regions, the continental crust is ____.
a. thinner than average
b. thicker than average
c. the same thickness as in other areas
d. sometimes thinner and sometimes thicker than average

____ 18. As erosion removes the tops of mountains, the crust will rise upwards. This is an example of ____.
a. normal faulting c. isostatic adjustment
b. mountain building due to uplift d. orogenesis

____ 19. What force controls the isostatic adjustment of Earth’s crust?
a. Earth’s internal heat flow
b. gravity
c. tidal forces between Earth, the sun, and the moon
d. compression

____ 20. Because of isostasy, a mountain will ultimately ____.
a. be eroded to near sea level
b. reach and maintain a maximum height
c. diverge at its core
d. become a dome

____ 21. The thickest part of the crust occurs in ____.
a. older eroded mountain ranges c. young mountain ranges
b. ocean basins d. rift zones
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____ 22. Compared to the elevation of a thin piece of continental crust, the highest elevation of a thick piece of 
continental crust in isostatic balance will be ____.
a. higher c. the same
b. lower d. older

____ 23. According to the process of isostatic adjustment, ____.
a. thin sections of crustal material float higher than thicker slabs
b. the crust is lowered as mountains are eroded
c. crustal slabs do not adjust their positions
d. thick sections of crustal material float higher than thinner slabs

Completion
Complete each statement.

 24. An accumulation of sedimentary and metamorphic rocks, including occasional scraps of ocean crust that form 
in association with subduction zones at convergent plate boundaries, is called a(n) ____________________.

 25. ____________________ convergence results in the formation of parallel belts of folded mountains and 
volcanic mountains.

 26. The mountains that form at divergent plate boundaries are usually ____________________ mountains.

 27. ____________________ is the concept that Earth’s crust is “floating” in gravitational balance upon the 
material of the mantle.

Short Answer

 28. What is a crustal fragment that has a geologic history distinct from the surrounding areas called?
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 29. What type of mountains are commonly formed at ocean-ocean and ocean-continental convergent plate 
boundaries?

 30. Where are most of the mountains found that have formed at divergent plate boundaries?

 31. Describe the concept of isostasy.

Essay

 32. Briefly describe the composition and formation of an accretionary wedge, and explain how it can form a 
mountain range.
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 1. ANS: D PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.8
 2. ANS: D PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.8
 3. ANS: B PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.8
 4. ANS: C PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.8
 5. ANS: C PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.8
 6. ANS: C PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.9
 7. ANS: B PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.9
 8. ANS: B PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.9
 9. ANS: A PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.9
 10. ANS: D PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.9
 11. ANS: A PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.9
 12. ANS: C PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.10
 13. ANS: D PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.10
 14. ANS: B PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.10
 15. ANS: B PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.10
 16. ANS: D PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.11
 17. ANS: B PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.11
 18. ANS: C PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.11
 19. ANS: B PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.11
 20. ANS: A PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.11
 21. ANS: C PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.11
 22. ANS: A PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.11
 23. ANS: D PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.11

COMPLETION

 24. ANS: accretionary wedge

PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.8
 25. ANS: 

Ocean-continental
Ocean continental

PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.9
 26. ANS: 

fault-block
fault block

PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.10
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 27. ANS: Isostasy

PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.11

SHORT ANSWER

 28. ANS: 
a terrane

PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.8
 29. ANS: 

At ocean-ocean convergent boundaries, volcanic mountains commonly form; at ocean-continental convergent 
boundaries, parallel belts of folded mountains and volcanic mountains commonly form.

PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.9
 30. ANS: 

on the ocean floor at ocean ridges

PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.10
 31. ANS: 

Isostasy refers to the fact that Earth’s less dense crust is “floating” on top of the denser rocks of the mantle in 
gravitational balance.

PTS: 1 DIF: L1 OBJ: 11.11

ESSAY

 32. ANS: 
An accretionary wedge is an accumulation of sedimentary and metamorphic rocks, with occasional slices of 
ocean crust that get scraped off of the descending ocean plate in a subduction zone at a convergent plate 
boundary. As subduction continues, the accretionary wedge becomes accreted, or stuck onto the continental 
block. The accretionary wedge then undergoes further folding, faulting, and metamorphism to form a belt of 
folded mountains.

PTS: 1 DIF: L2 OBJ: 11.8


